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Give it up for our gracious sponsors



Today’s Twitter hashtag is: #promotethyself



X.
What is Self-Promotion, you ask?

An active effort to grab the attention of a target and persuade them 
to do something specific, or simply be aware of your existence.



1.
Define your Business Objectives & Philosophy

Why are you doing what you’re doing? What do you want out of it?

These are not meaningless, lofty concepts. They are guideposts for 
every decision you’ll make.
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In 2003, we started id29 without any clients. Self-promotion was a necessity, not a luxury. We identified the type of businesses 
and organizations we wanted to work with, and cast a wide net. We were relentless. One of the targets of our first mailing was 
Garry Brown, the owner of a local brewpub that had ben thru a few name changes since his opening a decade earlier...



Research is essential to any rebranding project.



more research



The Fuller’s museum in Chiswick. London. We identified the early British brewing aesthetic as a target, rather than the tradition 
gold foil and fraktur letterforms generally associated with eastern European breweriana. 
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The result: a comprehensive rebranding including a new name, www site, identity, packaging and point-of-purchase materials.



2.
Develop your Brand

Find and define your reason for being, why you matter, 
why you’re unique.

Develop your visual brand.

Develop your attitude, your voice.

Don’t fake it.



3.
Define Your Audience

Who do you want to do business with?

What categories of business and where?

Which specific businesses/titles/job functions?

Gather names, coordinates and build a database:
News publications and websites, Corporate websites, Hoovers.com
Linkedin, Trade organization membership directories

Keep friends/acquaintances on your target list. Referrals are powerful.







4.
Self-Promotion/Marketing Plan

Define how self-promotion can support your business objectives.

Define success.

Set a reasonable budget.

Develop a tactical, actionable plan for a specific time period. 
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Von does both design and illustration. Because he does illustration most designers refer to him as an illustrator, so rather than fight that he decided to 
capitalize on it. So he came up with a fun and clever conceptual message that showcased his illustrative ability and design specifically to give out to 
other non-illustrating designers.
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Von calls it a concept card because the vehicle and core message is conceptual. The illustration just supports it. He wanted them to know he’s more 
than an image maker, he’s a good thinker so the real star is the story he tells inside the card and the illustration serves as the punch line.
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Von wanted the card to solicit a smile, make the viewer laugh, and combined with good art and a format that allows them to let it stand on it's own will 
also serve as a leave behind of sorts. He hands them out at conferences and it's more than paid for itself in terms of the work he’s received from giving 
them out. He’s had other creatives come up to him and ask for one because they saw one he had given to another designer.



5.
Go Design

Use the pieces you need to develop as an excuse to more clearly 
define your brand.

Clearly articulate your call to action: what, precisely do you want to 
happen as a result of this communication? If you’re not clear, your 
targets won’t be either. Clarity is paramount.

Develop the components of the marketing plan/campaign.

Release the hounds & follow-up, follow-up, follow-up.

Ask for, secure and prepare for the meeting.



6.
Sweat the Details

Poor production is simply unacceptable.

If you need it, make it (or find someone who can).

Don’t overwhelm with material, you’re selling creativity.

Mailing? Make a prototype and get the postmaster’s blessing.

Don’t overlook the packaging—it’s the first thing that’s seen.
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7.1
Supporting Elements ::  Your Website

Consider the role that your site will play in your 
self-promotional efforts.

Promotional/micro-site vs. your primary site?

Make sure the book work you show on your site is well-rendered.
Quality trumps quantity every time. 

A well-designed campaign integrated online = credibility.



7.2
Supporting Elements ::  Social Media

Don’t rely on social media for the heavy lifting. Rather, use
it to tease your campaign and/or drive traffic to your site.

Consider a splash landing page or site refresh to marry your 
self-promotional campaign to your site’s aesthetic/messaging.

Your portfolio shows the breadth of your work to date, make 
it readily accessible to anyone willing to click-thru.

Be curatorial—don’t be a spammer.



7.3
Supporting Elements ::  Social Media

Be opportunistic. Become an expert and share your knowledge. 

Play nicely with others—meeting other creatives via social 
networking can lead to diverse global opportunities.  

Separate your personal accounts from your business and 
stay consistent with your online profiles from site to site.

Follow the industry blogs and participate in the discussions.



8.
Follow up

Don’t stare at your phone. It probably won’t ring. You have to follow up.

Consider making yourself available in a target city for a day.



9.
Post Mortem

Were you successful?

Was your investment worth it?

What changes should you make for the next effort?



10.1
Keep in Mind

Be disciplined.

Have fun. This can be some of the most fulfilling work you’ll ever do.

Observe trends—mainly so you can avoid them.

Don’t compromise. Don’t give work away for free. #nospec

Use sustainable practices and FSC-certified paper whenever possible.

Keep samples on hand for subsequent efforts and all the awards 
shows you’ll win.



10.2
Keep in Mind

Waiting until you really need new work = fail. Trust us.

Strive for top-of-mind awareness. Your targets may not be ready to hire 
you the minute your self-promotional effort hits their desk. 

Take the time to make it happen, even when you’re already working 
like a dog.

Think long-term and be relentless. Self-promotion is a marathon,
not a sprint.
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STOLTZE DESIGN ::  BOSTON, MA ::  www.stoltzedesign.com

Stoltze Design: asked to design a poster for the 08 How Conf in Boston, also folded in magazine. They created a slew of line art drawings of Boston 
related subjects including landmarks, sports, architecture and food...everything including the kitchen sink... even a Waldo to find. Silkscreened on heavy 
stock with UV inks to make it feel like letterpress. They mail it out as a gift, nice way to piggy back a high-profile commissioned piece as a self-
promotional follow up. Note to audience: consider getting a good supply of production samples of great client work and using it in the same way.



STRESS DESIGN ::  SYRACUSE, NY ::  www.stressdesign.com

Stress Design in Syracuse, NY: limited run, cost $45 each. High cost, but consider what one client conversion is worth. Not over-
branded on the front, humorous on the back. They mailed some, handed some out in person, kept some on hand for use when 
needed. 
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APPETITE ENGINEERS ::  SF, CA ::  www.appetiteengineers.com

Hand-bound 200 copies mailed out cold, no response. Often saw book in offices later, posted on bulletin boards, etc... (trying to make stuff people won’t 
throw away!) Intentionally mysterious, trying to define his business. Won ACD100 show awards, included in Emigré magazine. Sometimes a promo piece 
helps you define yourself.
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Big print run, still have a lot left. Beautiful full-sized folded poster in clear mylar mailer. Impossible to ignore as a designer. No 
business response, but got a lot of blog listings.



JIM HARGREAVES ::  DENVER, CO ::  www.j imhargreaves.com

Jim Hargreaves at Barnhart Design in Denver, CO printed a small run of posters, each one hand-dated, and sent them to breweries in Colorado and 
across the country they felt could benefit from improved design. So far the response has been fantastic. They landed some brewery business w/i a 
month. Great example of targeted marketing and reaching out to potential clients you’d like to work with.
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11.
We will now take your Questions

Don’t be shy.









 
Thanks

Please stay in touch:

id29
425 River Street  Troy, NY  U.S.A.

www.id29.com

speaks@id29.com

facebook.com/id29design

twitter: @id29

http://www.id29.com
http://www.id29.com
mailto:speaks@id29.com
mailto:speaks@id29.com


          A fearless supporter of everything we do.
 

www.aiga.org

http://www.aiga.org
http://www.aiga.org



